
  

Nepsis is a Greek word meaning “to be watchful alert 

and vigilant with a clear and sober mind guarding 

against illusions and fear.”  This provides the ability to 

obtain clarity and discernment.   

 

This name aptly captures the essence of the investment 

philosophy and strategy that characterizes our firm and 

epitomizes the spirit, high ethical standards and 

excellence that drive our passion.   

 
Investing with clarity is at the heart of our belief 

system.  And retiring with confidence is the core of 

our strategy. 
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Matthew Augspurger, born in Normal, Illinois as the oldest son of Jeffrey Augspurger (founder 

of Augspurger Financial Group, Inc. established in 1988) has a Series 7 license as well as a 

Series 66 license.  His background is in mortgages, and as he watched the bubble pop several 

years ago, he expanded into the financial services realm to teach people the lessons he saw others 

learn the hard way.  He focuses on wealth management and retirement planning.  He says, 

“Having the right strategy for your unique goals is absolutely vital.  Many people ‘diversify’ too 

much and end up with diluted results.  Instead, we combine your specific objective with the 

knowledge of what you own and why you own it.  That way when the market fluctuates, because 

your focus is on strategy instead of chasing returns, you have the rock solid confidence to take 

advantage of that volatility instead of being swept away by it.”  At Nepsis Capital Management 

our goal is to help you invest with clarity and retire with confidence.   

 

In February of 2011 Augspurger Financial Group partnered with Anchor Capital Management to 

become Nepsis Capital Management, Inc.  This increased their access to money management, 

deepened research capabilities, and gave their clients greater opportunities to put strategy into 

action.   

 

Matthew comes from a family of educators and whether in conversation with one person or fifty, 

his passion for teaching shines through.  He focuses on simple, common sense explanations and 

strategies that provide clients with sound, unbiased, and independent financial management 

solutions.   

 

Matthew is the oldest of six children and lives in Poulsbo, Washington with his wife, Amber and 

their two children; Xander and Corabella.  When not in the office or eating with his family, give 

him a well written novel and point him in the direction of the nearest fishing hole. 

 


